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●

Where does this problem come from?
Sea level is rising: since the beginning of the 20th century, and up to 2020 it has increased by
more than 20 cm and it is estimated that by 2100 it could increase even more , in the worst
case scenario, by 1 meter. One of the most important consequences of sea level rising is
coastal erosion which is due to both natural and anthropic causes.
Natural causes of coastal erosion are consequences of climate change (subsidence and sea
storms). Anthropic causes are: urbanization, reduction of river sediment supply, subsidence
(caused by fluid and gas extractions), sand extraction and excavations. Consequences of sea
level rise and coastal erosion can cause huge damages to the coastal landscape and to
human activities.
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●

Consequences (depending on coastal geometry)
The rise of the sea level causes different consequences depending on coastal geometry.
Coastal erosion is going to destroy the natural barriers that humans have against the power of
the sea and also the natural environment and equilibrium that Nature has built over time,
damaging its flora and fauna. The most invasive consequences are the flooding and the risk
of being submerged. For instance, a lot of land in the Po Valley is below sea level and the
delta of the Po river is disappearing. Also, the retreating of sand beaches creates many
problems: the impossibility of building seaside infrastructures causes economic damages
(considering for example that in Rimini each square meter is worth about 4000/5000€ ).
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● Solutions
Some of the solutions we can implement in our coasts are: accommodation, as an
acceptance and an adaptive response to the problem; protection of the urban environment
near the beaches thanks to physical barriers; nourishment of the beaches with sand, in order
to artificially reshape the coastlines; moving the buildings of the urban environment
backwards, adding extra space to the coasts. Another applicable solution that professor
Fontolan mentioned consists in compensating sea level rising with sediments, to maintain a
balance between the increasing sea level and the decreasing level of the sediments layer.

